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GENERAL INFORMATION

PERFORMANCES IN EUROS BY PERIOD

MONTHLY PERFORMANCES

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. YTD

2023 +3,9% - - - - - - - - - - - +3,9%

2022 -0,2% -7,9% +0,6% -0,2% -0,2% -4,6% -1,6% +1,3% -3,2% -2,1% +6,1% +3,1% -9,2%

2021 -0,5% +2,7% +0,9% +1,2% +1,8% +1,4% -0,4% +1,1% -0,2% +0,5% -1,8% +1,5% +8,6%

2020 -2,5% -3,0% -19,2% +10,3% +12,8% +6,7% +1,6% +1,5% -1,0% +0,1% +7,2% +6,2% +18,1%

2019 - - - - - - - - - - - -0,0% -0,0%

NAV EVOLUTION

[1] See footer on reverse side

[2] Net Debt/EBITDA, excluding activities for which in practise

debt is measured with another ratio.

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS 

Top 10 Issuers Weight

Quiport 2033 EUR 4,1%

Limak Iskenderun 2036 USD 2,8%

Financiera Indep 2024 EUR 2,8%

Sixsigma 2025 USD 2,7%

Aragvi 2026 USD 2,6%

Peru LNG 2030 USD 2,4%

Eleving Group 2026 USD 2,3%

Office Cherifien 2044 EUR 2,1%

Shamaran 2025 USD 2,0%

Intl Pers. Finance 2025 USD 1,9%

10 premières lignes 25,8%
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IVO GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES (EUR) - RC - UCITS

COUNTRY OF REGISTRATION :

AN ACCESS TO INTERNATIONAL HARD CURRENCY CORPORATE BONDS

Bonds part Fund

- 12,5%

Yield to Maturity EUR 19,6% 14,9%
IVO Fund

Launch date of the fund : 13 Décembre 2019 IVO Global Opportunities is a UCITS that invests in equities and bonds without any rating or currency

constraints. The fund invests mainly, but not exclusively, in emerging markets. The investment strategy is to

build a portfolio that reflects the asset managers' expectations of the overall emerging markets equity, bond

and currency markets. The stock selection approach consists of choosing companies with medium to long-term

earnings prospects and growth potential.

Net assets of the fund : 26.2M€

Launch date of the share : 13 Décembre 2019

NAV at 31 January 2023 : 120.87

BAROMÈTRE DU FONDS 

+ 3,9% + 13,7% + 9,1% - 5,5% + 3,9% + 20,9%

MTD 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months YTD Inception

EM Indice* - 9,5% - 11,9%

+ 4,3% - 16,2% + 2,8% - 25,5%

Average rating BB-

Adjusted Yield to Worst EUR [1] 13,2% 9,8%
3 years annualized 5 years annualized 3 years volatility

Yield to Worst EUR 19,6% 14,9%
EM Indice* + 2,8% + 10,6%

IVO Fund + 7,3%

Percentage of shares 8,1%

Number of issuers 96

Adjusted Duration 
[1] 3,3

Rate sensitivity 3,1%

Coupon/Price 8,3%

USD exposure after hedging 3,4%

ISSUERS BAROMETER

Average EBITDA  ($Bn) 2,1

Average issue size ($M) 608

Average holding over issue size 0,2%

EUR exposure after hedging 95,7%

Turkey Infrastructure

Mexico Financials

Mexico TMT

Average Debt Leverage [2] 2,6x

Sources : IVO Capital Partners - JP Morgan - * EM Indice = CEMBI Broad Diversified Credit B Hedged EUR

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance

Country Sector

Ecuador Infrastructure

Morocco Industrial

Iraq Oil & Gas

UK Financials

Moldova Non-cyclical cons.

Peru Utilities

Latvia Financials

IVO Capital Partners │Société de gestion agréée par l’AMF sous le numéro GP-13000022 en date du 21 Juin 2013

Siège social │ 61-63 rue des Belles Feuilles, 75016 Paris │ 753 107 432 000 35 RCS Paris  │N° TVA : FR 54 753107432
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2,4%

26,6%

40,0%

16,7%
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Breakdown by rating

BBB

BB

B

<B

Not Rated

76,3%
0,0%

8,1%

15,5%

Breakdown by seniority

Senior Bonds

Subordinated Bonds

Shares

Cash

38,9%

31,2%

11,4%

0,8%
17,7%

Breakdown by duration

0 - 3 years

3 - 5 years

5 - 7 years

7 - 10 years

10+ years

3,4%

3,5%

3,6%

4,1%

4,1%

4,7%

4,9%

5,0%

8,4%

9,5%

Iraq

United Kingdom

Peru

Ecuador

Ukraine

Turkey

China

Argentina

Brazil

Mexico

Top 10 - Geographical breakdown

15,5%

2,8%

1,4%

3,3%

4,1%

6,6%

9,4%

9,9%

10,1%

10,3%

11,0%

15,6%

Cash

Other

Metals & Mining

Oil & Gas Services

Real Estate

Non-cyclical consumption

Financials

Utilities

Industrial

TMT

Infrastructure

Oil & Gas

Sectorial breakdown
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FUND PERFORMANCE REVIEW FUND CHARACTERISTICS

ISIN CODES

I Share - Capitalizing EUR - LU2061939216

R Share - Capitalizing EUR - LU2061939489

I Share - Capitalizing USD - LU2061939307

ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE

R Share - Capitalizing EUR - 2% TTC

PERFORMANCE FEE

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

FUND CURRENCY

EUR

VALUATION / LIQUIDITY

Daily / Weekly

CUT OFF

Every working Thursday before 12:00 p.m. (UTC+1)

HIGH WATER MARK

Yes

STRUCTURE

Luxembourg SICAV

CUSTODIAN

Société Générale

INVESTMENT MANAGER

IVO Capital Partners

INVESTMENT HORIZON

At least 5 years

NET ASSET EVOLUTION (M€)

RISK INFORMATION RISK / REWARD PROFILE

Lower risk,

potentially lower return

Higher risk, 

potentially higher return

For further information, please contact us :

Mail: gestion@ivocapital.com

Tel: +33 (1) 45 63 63 13

1 000 €
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In January, the fund appreciated by 3.9%, outperforming the CEMBI Broad Diversified High Yield Index (+3.6% in euro),

mainly due to positive idiosyncratic developments on several bonds.

The simultaneous compression of US rates (-37bp for the 10-year rate) and yield spreads (-57bp) explains the positive

performance observed on the emerging bond markets in January. At the beginning of 2023, investors are once again

optimistic and are even beginning to envisage a favourable scenario for the financial markets: a fall in inflation combined

with a controlled slowdown in the economy. Indeed, while some data seem to reduce the probability of a lasting

recession in the US (resilience of the labour market, improvement in PMIs, Q4 GDP growth above expectations at +2.9%),

favouring the tightening of yield spreads, other indicators revealing a slowdown in activity in December (contraction of

the ISM services and manufacturing, decline in wages) have been favourably viewed by the markets, as they suggest a

potential pivot of the Fed and the central banks of the developed countries in 2023. This expectation was reinforced by

the release of the US CPI, which showed a 0.08% decline in prices in December compared to the previous month, for an

annual increase of 6.5%, its lowest for a year. In the Eurozone, inflation was 9.2% in December, against a consensus of

9.5%, and economic activity was more robust than expected. Despite some economic indicators suggesting a risk of

recession in the US (contraction in real consumption, fall in industrial production in December) and comments by

Christine Lagarde in Europe, confirming the ECB's intention to maintain rate rises "at a sustained pace" to tackle inflation,

all asset classes benefited from this positive market sentiment, driven by the prospect of a less restrictive monetary

policy. Moreover, on the basis of the valuations recorded at the end of the month, the US futures markets were now

incorporating the possibility of a rate cut as early as this year, contradicting the report of the Fed's December meeting,

which stated that none of the participants were considering a rate cut in 2023. However, caution should be exercised on

the impact of the reopening of the Chinese economy, a true barometer of certain commodity prices, which could, if

demand is pressured, thwart the downward trajectory of inflation, as well as the strength of the US labour market.

All the emerging countries in the index recorded a positive performance this month. Building on this positive momentum,

emerging primary markets also reopened in January, particularly on the investment grade side. Several emerging

sovereigns of good credit quality have used this opportunity to start funding their 2023 needs. China (+12.5%), the main

contributor to the index's performance despite some disruption from the return of health risk, continued to benefit from

the reopening of its economy that began in December. Chinese GDP growth reached 2.9% in the fourth quarter, well

above market expectations. We continued to reduce our positions in certain real estate bonds, whose valuation benefited

from the announcement of the economic reopening and the measures to support the sector. In Latin America, January

was marked by political tensions in some countries. While the invasion of Congress, the presidential palace and the

Supreme Court by Bolsonaro's supporters was quickly contained in Brazil (+0.9%), demonstrations persisted in Peru

(+1.7%) as protesters headed to Lima to demand the resignation of the new president. Although the economic

consequences are limited for the moment, as well as the impact on Peruvian emitters, the new administration has

announced by decree a plan to boost the economy - the cost of which is estimated at 0.7% of GDP - as well as its

willingness to financially support SMEs affected by the protests. At the same time, the Argentine government (+7.2%)

surprised the market by announcing its willingness to buy back up to one billion dollars of its 2029 and 2030 bonds on the

secondary market, despite its thin foreign reserves. Political news also dampened the performance of Turkey (+0.6%),

where Erdogan decided to bring forward the presidential and parliamentary elections to next May, instead of June. The

government is maintaining an expansionary policy on all fronts (increase in the minimum wage, reform of the pension

system, public support for credit) ahead of the elections, which is weighing on the Turkish currency and eroding the

country's foreign exchange reserves. Finally, despite the good performance over the month as a whole, the upcoming

elections in Nigeria (+7.2%) - whose rating was downgraded to Caa1 by Moody's at the end of the month - scheduled for

February in the context of the public finance crisis and the risk of increased exchange controls, could continue to

generate volatility on the sovereign and potentially on some private issuers.

The main contributor to the fund's performance in January was Ukrainian power producer Dtek, which continues to

benefit from the announcement last month that it would buy back some of its bonds in the market. We took advantage of

this rise in the bond price to reduce our exposure to this issuer, as the geopolitical situation in Ukraine is not improving.

Following the announcement of the buyback by the Minister of Finance, which led to a one-off increase in Argentine bond

prices, we reduced our exposure to several Argentine issuers. We also reduced our position in a European non-bank

financial and sold a position in Mexico.

15% above 5% per calendar year

The value of your investment may go down as well as up and there is a risk of capital loss.

Debt securities may be subject to significant price fluctuations due to changes in interest rates, as well as the credit

quality of the issuer. These risks are more pronounced in the case of emerging market debt and securities rated below

investment grade.

Emerging markets may be subject to lower standards of custody and settlement, higher volatility and less liquidity than

their developed counterparts. 

Currency hedging to minimise the effects of currency movements may not work as intended. Investors may be exposed to

currencies other than the currency of the Asset Class in which they are invested. The gains available to the client may be

increased or reduced as a result of exchange rate fluctuations.

More detailed information on risks is set out in the Appendix "Risk Factors" of the Prospectus. 

[1] Adjusted data excludes inconsistent returns and takes into account the managers' assumptions regarding the likely

redemption date of the securities (at maturity, at call, at another call date or at a tender). The assumptions used do not

always correspond to the worst case scenario, i.e. the scenario with the lowest return, but can also, conversely, lead to

the exclusion of a return that is too high and out of line.
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